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artificial silk stockings, tawdry frocks, the harvest of a young
Jewish-controlled industry working to the lowest possible level of
taste and material.
I once went to a great fair on the outskirts of Budapest and was
staggered by the nightmare assortment of cheap machine-made
goods that I saw there, that the peasants, come in from the country-
side, were avidly buying. At one stall a Jew was selling the most
hideous collection of cheap oleographs of the Christian God and
His prophets that I ever saw, all in gilt frames, I ransacked that
fair for something that I wanted to buy, something that, when I
was in other lands, would give me pleasure to look at and remind
me of Hungary, that lovely Hungary of the abundant fields and
the peasants working in them, not this Hungary of inferior machine-
made wares.
At last I found a man who sold jugs and vases and cups that he
had moulded and baked and painted himself. At last, something
echt> something genuine, something Hungarian. He had a few
drinking-cups, bottoms-up cups that you have either to hold in
your hand or empty and put down, you can't stand them on the
table and sip. They were lovely. I bought four, and only, wish I
had bought the other two that he had. I never look at them with-
out delight. They cost sixpence each. To me they were beyond
price.
The Jews' paradise', my Jewish acquaintance had called Hun-
gary. I had taken a good look at it and agreed with him. I was
not convinced that the Jews had been good for Hungary. If you
want to study this question, which is playing so large a part in
our time, Hungary is a good place to begin.
I was impressed in Hungary, as I had been in Vienna up to the
very moment when Hitler marched in, as I was later in Prague,
by the apparent unconcern of the Jews. England, France,
America and the whole of the outer world were ringing with the
tale of Jewish persecution, yet in these cities, with Hitler at their
very door, they went their way seemingly unperturbed, made no
change in their mode of life or their way of enjoying it, pre-
dominated, just as they had always done, in the showier cafes *and
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